
Sexual Decoder System that claims to help single men recognize and interpret any woman's sexual 

signals has just been released by dating coach Craig Miller.  The controversy over Craig's program and 

his techniques has caught attention of GentlemensUniversity.com’s Stan Stevenson, prompting an 

investigative review of his course and techniques. 

"Craig Miller revealed some of his best techniques on national TV and it acutally backfired on him 

because he was actually revealing the 'truth' that many did not want to hear.  Of course, with every 

controversy there are people who want to dig in and find out the rest of the story. Everyone wanted to 

learn what the big deal was - including me," states Stevenson.  "To see what was causing all the fuss, I 

bought the http://gentlemensuniversity.com/sexual-decoder-system-review  [Sexual Decoder System 

home study course __title__ Sexual Decoder System] and filmed the whole buying process to show 

everyone what they are really getting into.  I have since posted that video to my website and show 

everyone around the members area so they can judge for themselves." 

The digital program comes with hours of professional videos broken into 9 HD modules and comes with 

downloadable pdfs.  For those that purchase the program, they receive the main course, plus additional 

bonuses like "Body Language Speed Reading", "Secret Language Pocket Decoder", a crash course on 

getting inside the mind of attractive women plus access to the Inner Circle Training. 

"After my Sexual Decoder System review I found that the program is great for guys no matter what level 

they are currently at and can even work for shy guys like me.  After going though his course, it's no 

wonder that it is quickly becoming a top seller and that Craig is becoming a highly regarded dating 

coach.  He is so confident in his program that he is even offering a 60 day money back guarantee." 

Those wishing to purchase Sexual Decoder System, or for more information, click here. 

http://gentlemensuniversity.com/go/SDSpr/  

To access a comprehensive Craig Miller Sexual Decoder System review, visit 

http://gentlemensuniversity.com/sexual-decoder-system-review . 


